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is much to be gained from the cross fertiliza-

tion. Hayami and Otsuka are right in pointing

out that the analysis of agrarian relations can

not only benefit from mainstream economic
theory, but can also, in turn, contribute to it.

  The authors then go on to provide a survey

of considerable sweep straddling, on the one
hand, anthropological ideas such as Clifford

Geertz's notion of clientilization and, on.the

other, the algebra of modern economic theory

such as the principal agent models of Holm-

strom and Shavell.
  Fortunately, it is not an even-handed survey

but an opinionated one. The chapter on inter-

linked contracts is particularly interesting
since the authors try to modify and extend the

works of Braverman and Stiglitz. They try to

gain insights into certain well-known features

of tenurial arrangements in the context of
interlinkage. On share tenancy for instance,

they reach an interesting conclusion on the

much discussed puzzle concerning the wide-
spread prevalence of the 50:50 share system.

They establish a result whereby there is an
indeterminacy -in the determination of one of
the three variables:the rental share, the inter-

est rate, and the fixed rental payment. This

indeterminacy suggests that we have freedom
in fixing the share rent at any particular level.

Therefore they provide a necessary condition

towards a solution of the puzzle though not a

sufficient condition. The surncient condition,

they suggest, realistically, must lie in social

custom, sustained by social opprobrium and
ostracisml

  Even more engaging than the theory section

are the empirical chapters. Here the authors

use the interesting technique of collecting

data from a great variety of sources to con-

struct meaningful and fairly complete
tables. For instance, the table comparing the

productivity of share tenancy, owner farming,

and fixed rent tenancy uses as many as thirty-

four sourees. From these diverse data, propo-

sitions of significance emerge. For example,

the Marshallian inethciency of share tenancy

is shown to be largely a myth. They also show

that landlords whose cost of enforcing worker

effort is Iow choose share tenancy, while the

others with high enforcement costs prefer
fixed rent tenancy. These sweeping empirical

surveys are then followed by two micro-level

   st 379studies, the case of upland farming in In-
donesia and the market for jeepney rental
contracts in the Philippines. These chapters

draw on previously published work of the
authors. The presence of the chapter on jeep-
ney rental contracts is ' at first sight intriguing,

since it is not on agrarian relations. However,

it is soon clear that the varying contracts that

a jeepney driver can enter into with the entre-

preneur has interesting parallels with the
analysis of tenurial arrangements. And via
their concept of the `altruist-community
hypothesis' they shed light on the presence

and absence of share contracts.
  The editorial work often leaves much to be

desired, with several typographical errors,
particularly significant being the fact that the

running head for chapter 8 is a shortened form

of the title of chapter 7!

  What is disappointing in this otherwise
excellent book is the concluding chapter enti-

tled "Towards a general theory of agrarian
contracts". This chapter is too sketchy and

seems hurriedly assembled in a last ditch
effort to pull together the strands covered in

the book. It is a chapter which summarizes
the major findings of the book instead of
trying to extend these or put them together in

one general model. Indeed, there are impor-
tant questions concerning generalization. Can

these models of contract choice be put
together in a general equilibrium setting ? Can

they be dynamized? After all, much of
monitoring in reality takes place not so much

through the skilful crafting of contracts in a

single period setting, as through the threat of

cessation of interaction in the context of
repeated interactions. Thus a landlord could,

potentially, monitor the tenant's effort by
threatening to not renew the contract the next

year. These are complicated matters and it
would be foolhardy to expect a general theory
incorporating such effects ; but this last chap-

ter could have.been useful in sugggs!taug steps

towards such a theory. The book does provide

some of the building blocks towards a general

theory with admirable lucidity. But this last

chapter fails to rise to the occasion. But, as

nowadays with popular films, perhaps this is a

good way to raise expectations for a sequel.

                       [Kaushik Basu]


